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Show Report
I would like to extend my thanks to the German Shepherd Dog Club of Tasmania, for the invitation to
adjudicate at this Championship Show. It has been some time since I have been here, so I thank
you all for your hospitality.

A special thank you to Maureen Lowery for her assistance being my scroll on the Saturday at the
Breed Survey. It was lovely to have met you finally.

It was a well organised event, due to a very small group, who through their enthusiasm, and
combined hard work ethic, under the umbrella of Zac Munnings, made it such a success.
Thanks also to my ring steward Julie Jenkins, my gratitude to you for your professionalism and
patience were very much appreciated. I must also thank the owners and handlers for their
sportsmanship and presentation of their dogs.

I had an entry of 40, which was very good, and the highest they have had for some time. I am aware
they have been struggling with entry numbers, especially since covid.
On the day there were 3 scratchings, 1 withdrawal due to injury, and 1 failure of the gun test.
I also had two very good gradings, 1 open dog and 1 open bitch due to being unsurveyed.  This was
an unusual scenario of which I have not personally been involved in before.

Due care and consideration in your future breeding programs are; medium light eyes, deep hind
quarter angulation, very loose hocks, some curvature of the top line, and in some cases, large and
wide set ear placement.
So it is of utmost importance to our long term breeding to develop quality, uniformity, and obtain
mother lines of substance, to strengthen long term success and foster serious breeding.

German Shepherd Dog (Long Stock Coat)

Class 2 Minor Puppy Dog

1 Mr M Hurst KARRAINE BLAZES STERLINGKNIGHT (AI) 7100046993
30 Sep 2020 Bred By: : Mrs P Eaves-Tennant
Sup CH Karraine Blazing Up A Storm (AI)  x Kadama Red Hot Raven

1. Strong substantial masculine black and gold, well-proportioned long stock coat minor puppy. Strong
head with dark masking where the eye could be a little darker. Good length of neck, level wither,
straight back with a slightly short croup. Good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm could be
better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation. Slightly loose going, correct coming, where the
elbow connection should be tighter. Very good drive and reach where the overall back is slightly
loose. Should be firmer overall. VERY PROMISING



Class 11 Open Dog

2 Shaun Schembri CH. BODECKA CASANOVA AZ BSC1 3100310454
20 Aug 2014 Bred By: Jenny Joseph
Pepe von der zenteiche x Bodecka Xrated AZ BSC 1 Ex Merit

1. 66cm - 29cm Standing on the upper limit of size, strong ,substantial, slightly elongated masculine

dog of very good type. Strong expressive head with dark masking and desired dark eye. Slight roman

nose. Very good length of neck, high withers, firm back. Good lay but slightly steep croup. Very good

fore quarter and slightly deep hind quarter angulation. Very good fore and under chest

development. Exhibits very good top and underline. Stands not quite correct in front. Steps correct

going and coming where the elbows should be firmer. Exhibits in very firm and dry condition in

show. Very good ground covering movement and fore hand reach where the overall top line remains

firm.  EXCELLENT

Challenge Dog  # 2       Reserve Dog  # 1

Class 3a Puppy Bitch

3 Shaun Schembri CAZELI ANASTASIA 3100411171
04 JUNE 2020 Bred By: Shaun Schembri
Ch. Bodecka Casanova (AZ) x Stobar Elouise AZ

1. Strong, richly pigmented, slightly elongated bitch of very good type. Very good feminine and
expressive head. Desired dark eye with a good dark mask. Slightly erect carriage of the neck, level
wither, straight back with a slightly short croup. Good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm
could be a little longer and better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation. Stands correct in front.
Correct going, little wide coming where the elbow connection could be tighter. Very good movement.
VERY PROMISING

2. Class 11a Open Bitch
3.

4 Shaun Schembri STOBAR ELOUISE AZ BSC1 3100361169
09 July 2017 Bred By: Jenny Joseph
Ch. Conbhairean Freddie kkl LBZ IPO2 (IMP UK) x Stobar Rosetta AZ BSC1

1. 59.5cm - 26cm Medium strong well-proportioned richly pigmented bitch of very good type. Very
expressive with the desired dark eye and good dark masking. Slightly erect in neck carriage, level
withers, firm back, good lay but slightly steep croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper
arm could be better angled. Slightly deep angulation in the hind quarter. Does not stand quite correct



in front. In stance exhibits good top and underline. Has good fore and under chest development.
Steps wide going, correct coming where the elbow connection should be tighter. Exhibits powerful
drive, where the forehand reach should be freer, the back remains firm during movement.
EXCELLENT

Challenge Bitch #4 Reserve Challenge Bitch # 3

German Shepherd Dog  (Stock Coat)

Class 1 Baby Puppy Dog

1st Miss B Summers ZUMBROZAC ROCKET MAN 7100048274
04 Feb 2021 Bred By: Ms B Summers
Zumbrozac Our Last Chance x Zumbrozac Lil Poppet

# 5     Medium strong baby of very good proportions. Good head with desired dark eye. Good fore
quarter angulation, where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation.
Steps loose going, correct coming where the elbows could be tighter. Low withers at this point in
time. He exhibits very good drive and reach where the back remains firm.  VERY PROMISING

Class 2 Minor Puppy Dog

1st KARRAINE RIDDICKS RANSOM (AI) 7100047196
13 OCT 2020 Bred By: Mrs P Eaves Tennant
Riddick Vom Demina hof (Imp SRB) x Karraine Token From Ruby

#7 Medium size masculine dog of very good proportions. Strong head with the desired dark eye.
Good length of neck, level withers, level back, slightly short croup. Good fore quarter angulation
where the upper arm could be better angled. Good hind quarter angulation. Stands correct in front.
Good fore chest development, slight tuck up of the loin. Steps cow hocked going, correct coming
where the elbows could be tighter. Exhibits good drive and good forehand reach where the back is
unruly.  VERY PROMISING

2nd KARRAINE BLAZES STERLING SILVER 7100046991
30 SEPT 2020 Bred By: Mrs P Eaves-Tennant
Sup CH Karraine Blazing Up A Storm (AI) x Kadama Red Hot Raven

#6 Medium strong well-proportioned masculine dog of good type. Good head where the eye
could be darker. Good placement of ears. Good length of neck, level withers, straight back, slightly
short croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better laid.
Slight deepness of the hind quarter. Stands correct in front. Good fore and under chest development.



Steps cow hocked Correct coming, where elbows could be firmer. Exhibits very good drive, however,
falls slightly on the forehand in movement, where the back could be firmer. VERY PROMISING

3rd ROXAMBURG CAPTAIN BENJI 7100047574
22 NOV 2020 Bred By: Roxamburg Kennels
*Roxamburg Set To Sparkle AZ x CH Roxamburg Pinball Wizard AZ

#8 Medium strong well-proportioned black and gold dog of good type. Good expressive head
with desired dark eye, where the under jaw could be a little stronger. Level withers, firm back, good
lay of croup. Good length of foreleg stands correct in front. good fore and under chest development.
Slightly deep angulation of the hind quarter. Steps slightly loose going, correct coming where the
elbows should be firmer. Exhibits very good drive and forehand reach. In movement the top
line  remains firm and convincing. PROMISING

4th ROXAMBURG MERLIN 7100047573
22 OCT 2020 Bred By: Roxamburg Kennels
*Roxamburg Set To Sparkle AZ x *CH. Roxamburg Pinball Wizard AZ

#9 Slightly elongated black and gold dog of good type. Good head and expression with the
desired dark eye. Level withers with a dip behind the back, steep croup. Good fore quarter
angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better laid. Slightly deep in hind quarter
angulation. Stands correct in front where pasterns could be firmer. Steps cow hocked going and
correct coming where the elbow connections could be firmer. Good drive with a restriction in the
forehand reach. Concern of the dip in the top line. SUFFICIENT

Class 4 Junior Dog

1st SADRIA TASSIE STORM 2100534909
17 JAN 2020 Bred By: Mr S J Morrisey
Ypsilon Di Casa Caputi x Sadria Russian Storm

#10 65 cm- 28cm Slightly small P2. Large, strong, substantial, well pigmented, masculine dog of
very good type. Very good expressive head where I would like to see the under jaw a little stronger.
The eye could be a little darker. Very good length of neck, high withers, straight back, good length but
slightly steep croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be better angled.
Slightly deep hind quarter angulation with good upper thigh. Stands not quite correct in front. Good
fore and under chest development. Steps cow hocked going, Steps with a slight flick of the right foot
coming, where the elbows could be firmer. Exhibits powerful drive with very good forehand reach.
VERY GOOD

Class 5 Intermediate Dog

1st GEWALT GRAN TORINO 5100109437
05 DEC 2018 Bred By: Gewalt Kennels
Rudy V Haus Edmond GER.AD.GER.BH.IPO1 (IMP SWE) x Olexius Vera (IMP SWE)

#11 65.5cm - 29cm Very large, strong, substantial,  well-proportioned, masculine dog of very
good type. Very good head and expression with the desired dark eye. Good length of neck, high
withers, slight peak over the top line, slightly short croup, Very good fore quarter angulation, a little



deep in the hind quarter with a good broad upper thigh. Stands correct in front. Good fore and under
chest development. In stance impresses with his overall top and underline. Steps slightly loose going,
wide coming with a slight flick of the right wrist. Exhibits powerful drive with very good ground
covering movement and fore hand reach. In movement there is a slight peak over the back, however
the ligament is firm, dry, and convincing. VERY GOOD

2nd ROXAMBURG ONE FOR THE ROAD AZ 7100044650
16 OCT 2020 Bred By: Roxamburg Kennels
Tuabu Midnight AZ x *Roxamburg Luka Me AZ

# 12 65cm - 29cm Large, medium strong, slightly elongated masculine dog of very good type.

Good head where the under jaw should be stronger, and the eye darker. Good length of neck. Level

withers, straight back, slightly steep, slightly short croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper

arm could be better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation with broad upper thigh. Very good length

of foreleg where the pasterns could be firmer. Stands correct in front. Good fore chest development,

slightly deep in the under chest. Steps wide going, correct coming where the elbow connection could be

firmer. Powerful drive where the forehand reach could be a little freer but the back remains firm. VERY

GOOD

Class 11 Open Dog

1st HASENWAY DANGER MAN 7100042151
04 SEPT 2018 Bred By: Hasenway
Macho Vom Lamorak x Zicke Vom Feuermelder

# 20 64.5cm - 31cm Over medium size, medium strong, masculine dog of very good proportions.
Masculine head where the eye could be darker. Very good length of the neck. High withers, firm, and
dry back. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be better angled. Slightly deep
hind quarter angulation, with good broad upper thigh. Very good fore and under chest development.
Stands correct in front. In stance presents dry and firm with a good top line. I would like to see the
pigmentation darker. Steps correct going where the elbow connection could be firmer. Exhibits
powerful drive with very good ground covering movement and forehand reach, where both the top
line and back remain firm, dry, and convincing. EXCELLENT

2nd *CH JAYSHELL NEBRASKA 3100332848
04 DEC 2015 Bred By: Mrs N McDermott
CH Freemont Hells Bells x CH Jayshell Winona

#15 64cm - 29cm Double p1 upper left. Over medium size, strong, substantial male of good
proportions, well pigmented masculine dog of very good type. Very expressive head with desired
dark eye. Good length of neck, level wither, firm back, slightly steep croup. Good fore quarter
angulation where the upper arm could just be better angled. Slightly deep hind quarter angulation
with a good broad thigh. Good fore and under chest development. Stands correct in front where the
pasterns could be a little firmer. Exhibits a good top and underline. Steps correct going and coming



where the elbow connection could be tighter. Exhibits powerful drive with very good ground covering
movement, where the overall back ligamentation remains firm, dry, and convincing. EXCELLENT

3rd ESKO VON DEN ZWEI STEINEN IMP GER. SZ2304294
06 AP 2014 Bred By: E Reich
Ballack Von Der Bruckneralle x Udi Von Den Zwei Steinen

# 13 66cm - 30cm Stands on the upper limit of size, strong, substantial, masculine well pigmented dog of
very good type and proportions. Strong masculine head with dark masking and desired dark eyes. Very good
length of neck, level withers, slight peak over the top-line, slightly steep croup. Good fore quarter angulation
where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hind quarter angulation with good broad upper
thigh. Very good length of foreleg. Stands correct in front, pasterns could be a little firmer. Very good fore
and under chest development. Steps correctly going correct coming where the elbow connection could be
tighter. Powerful drive with very good ground covering movement, where the back and ligament remain firm,
dry, and convincing.  EXCELLENT

4th RONANLINE BACK IN BLACK (AI) 7100038169
18 MAR 2017 Bred By: Ronanline Kennels
Fremont Hells Bells x Glenbala Fantastic Craze

# 17 65cm - 30cm Large medium strong well-proportioned masculine dog. Masculine head with desired
dark eye, where the ear set is slightly wide. Very good length of neck, level wither slight dip behind, slightly
short, flat croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better angled.
Slightly deep in hind quarter angulation. Good fore and under chest development. Does not stand correct in
front, pasterns could be firmer. In stance presents in dry firm condition. Steps slightly loose going, correct
coming where the elbows should be tighter. Exhibits powerful drive with very good reach, where the overall
back and ligamentation remain firm and dry. Could not receive the grading of excellent due to not being
surveyed. VERY GOOD

5th CASTASTAR INCOGNITO AZ 4100302255
03 FEB 2018 Bred By: Mrs A C Doyle
UK CH. *Conbhairen Freddie a ED IPO2 x CH Castastar Evita AZ HIC ET

# 19 65cm - 31cm Large, strong, substantial, well-proportioned balanced dog of very good type.
Masculine head with desired dark eye where the ears are set wide. Good strong muzzle, where ideally the
under jaw should be a little stronger. Good length of neck. Level withers, straight back, slightly short croup.
Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better laid. Very good hind quarter
angulation. Very good fore and under chest development. Stands correct in front. Steps correct going and
coming where the elbow connections should be firmer. In movement he exhibits very good drive and fore
hand reach where the overall back and ligamentation remain firm and dry.  EXCELLENT

6th *ALDERHAUS AGENT ZORRO AZ 6100108053
05 NOV 2017 Bred By: P Alder
Oak Vom Haus Iskander BH AD IPO1 IMP GMY x Alderhaus Touched By An Angel Az

# 18 64.5cm - 30cm Over medium size, strong, well proportion black and gold masculine dog. Masculine
head with desired dark eye. Very good length of neck. Level withers, firm back, well laid croup. Good fore
quarter angulation where ideally the upper arm would be a little longer. Slightly deep hind quarter
angulation. Stands correct in front. Good fore and under chest development. Steps going with loose hocks,
steps over wide coming where the elbow connection should be firmer. In movement the ears could be a little



firmer. Exhibits powerful drive where the reach could be a little freer, where he loses the wither in
movement, the back remains firm with ligamentation. EXCELLENT

7th *HASENWAY MONTGOMERY (IID DEU) AZ 3100330129
28 SEPT 2015 Bred By: J Haase
Cronos Del Seprio (ITA) x Zicke Vom Feuermelder IPO1 (IMP DEU)

#14 66cm - 30.5cm bottom right hand k9 missing - certificate produced. Stands on the upper limit of size,
strong, substantial well-proportioned black and gold masculine dog. Strong masculine head where the eye
could be a little darker, with very good expression. Very good length of neck. Level withers, firm back, slightly
steep croup, back has a wave on the over-line. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be
better angled. Slightly deep hind quarter application with good broad upper thigh. Stands correct in front, in
stance shows a very good top and underline. Very good fore and under chest development. Steps slightly
loose going, slightly wide coming, where the elbow connection should be tighter. Exhibits powerful drive,
where the forehand reach could be a little freer,  the wither drops during movement however the back
remains firm and dry.  EXCELLENT

8th SUP CH ALLENDELL QUICK SILVER 2100462814
10 OCT 2016 Bred By: Ralphs R & Elliot D
Sup CH Allendell Larger Than Life x CH Allendell Make My Day

#16 61.5cm - 30cm Medium size, medium strong, slightly elongated black and gold dog. Masculine head
desired dark eye, ear placement is a little wide set. Stands correct in front good fore quarter angulation
where I would like to see the upper arm longer and better laid. Very good hind quarter angulation. Very good
fore and under chest development. Steps correct going, slightly wide coming where the elbow connection
could be tighter. Exhibits good drive and reach where the overall ligamentation of the back remains firm and
dry. EXCELLENT

Challenge Dog  # 20       Reserve Dog  # 15



Class 1a Baby Puppy Bitch

1st ELSASS PIPING HOT (AI) 7100048146
15 JAN 2021 Bred By: Mr T and Mrs L Massis
Freemont Watson x Elsass Ballack Caviar

#23 Black and gold medium strong slightly elongated bitch of good type. Very good head where the eye
could be darker. Good fore quarter angulation, slightly deep hind quarter angulation. Steps correct going
where the hocks should be firmer, correct coming where the elbows could be tighter. During movement
shows very good reach and drive. VERY PROMISING

2nd AWATEA VICTORIAS SECRET (AI) 3100425784
10 JAN 2021 Bred By: Mr F Grigons
Dingo Di Casa Mary x CH Troumdorf Gimme A Kiss

#22 Medium strong well balanced lively pup. Feminine head with desired dark eye. Very good
proportions. Good fore quarter where the upper arm could be better angled. Slightly deep in the hind
quarter. High wither, firm dry back, good top and underlines. Steps loose going, correct coming where the
elbows could be firmer. Exhibits good drive and reach with overall firmness. VERY PROMISING

3rd ELSASS NORAH JONES 7100048145
15 JAN 2021 Bred By: Mr T and Mrs L Massis
Fremont Watson x Elsass Ballack Caviar

#24 Medium strong, slightly elongated bitch. Very good head and expression with desired dark eye. Good
fore quarter angulations, slightly deep hind quarter angulations. Slightly short well laid croup. Steps loose
going, correct coming where the elbows should be firmer. Very good sound movement where the back
remains firm. VERY PROMISING

4th AWATEA VEEREE INTERESTING 3100425783
10 JAN 2021 Bred By: Frank Grigon
Dingo Di Casa Mary x CH Troumdorf Gimme a Kiss

#21 Medium strong puppy of very good proportions. Very expressive feminine head with desired dark
eye. Good length of neck, firm back, good lay of croup. Slightly deep in the hind quarter. Steps loose going,
correct coming where the elbows should be firmer. Very good drive and reach. VERY PROMISING

Class 4a Junior Bitch

1st ELSASS SISTER ACT 7100045579
15 JAN 2020 Bred By: Mr T and Mrs L Massis
Alderhaus Agent Zorro x Andacht Katrina AZ BS EXC

#25 Large, strong, well pigmented black and gold bitch of very good type. Very good head and expression
with desired dark eye. Very good length of neck, high wither, slightly short and steep croup. Good fore
quarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer. Very good hind quarter angulation with broad
upper thigh. Steps cow hocked going and correct coming where the elbows could be tighter. Exhibits very
good drive and forehand reach whilst maintaining a firm top line. VERY GOOD



2nd Glenn & Kristy Hall ROXAMBURG JALAPENO (AI) 7100046177
16 APR 2020 Bred By: ROXAMBURG KENNELS
Rico Von Der Kleinen brike (IMP DEU) x CH Roxamburg Hot Chilli AZ

#26 Large, medium strong, slightly elongated black and gold bitch. Very good expressive, feminine head,
where the eye colour should be darker. Neck carriage is slightly erect, flat withers, level back, flat short croup.
Good forequarter angulation, where the upper arm should be better angled. Very good hind quarter
angulation. Good fore and under chest development. Stands correct in front. Steps wide going and correct
coming, where the elbow connections should be tighter. Exhibits very good reach and drive where the back
remains firm. VERY GOOD

CASTASTAR NARIYA 4100337347
08 MAY 2020 Bred By: Mrs Mandy Doyle
Xander Vom Grabfeldgau (IMP DEU) x Ch Castastar Evita ET HIT AZ

#27 ABSENT

Class 5a Intermediate Bitch

1st BRAEVALE STAR ANISE 7100044759
06 OCT 2019 Bred By: Virginia Giddings
Djambo Vom Fichtenschlag x Friedental Spices Saffron

#30 60cm - 27.5 cm Large medium strong well-proportioned bitch black and gold with a feminine

expressive head. Desired dark eye good length of neck level wither level back slight short flat croup good fore

quarter angulation upper arm better angled stands correct in front, but pasterns could be firmer. Slightly

deep in hind quarter angulation. Good fore and under chest development. Steps wide going and wide coming

where elbows connection should be tighter. Exhibits very good drive and reach her overall firmness is

convincing. VERY GOOD

2nd KARABACH QUINN 2100519018
16 APR 2019 Bred By: Mr J Carter
*UK. CH> Conbhairean Freddie (IMP UK) x *Sadria Tillys Pepper

#29 61.5cm - 31cm Very large, medium strong, substantial, well-proportioned bitch. Very good,

expressive head with desired dark eye. Good length of neck, high wither, firm straight back, slightly short

croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled. Good hind quarter

angulation. Good length of foreleg. Stands correct, good fore and under chest development, presenting dry

and firm in stance. Moves cow hocked going, wide coming, where the elbow connection could be firmer.

Exhibits very good drive and forehand reach where the wither drops slightly during movement. VERY GOOD



ELSASS CALL ME SENORITA 7100044773
12 OCT 2019 Bred By: L Summers & T Massis
Alderhaus Agent Zorro x Elsass Ballack Caviar

#31 WITHDRAWN due to injury

ZUMBROZAC FRANKENSTEINEN 7100041325
28 JUN 2018 Bred By: B Summers
Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen x Roxamburg Harley’s Halo

#28 ABSENT

DROMVIEW LETS DO THIS 7100044844
17 NOV 2019 Bred By: Dromview Kennels
Focus Von Der Piste Trophy (IMP DEU) x Dampdouges Our Hyacinth

#32 ABSENT

Class 9A State Bred Bitch

1st AMARADA MISSCHIEF MAKIN AI 7100040522
06 FEB 2018 Bred By: Mr GD Mrs GE & Miss JA Cullen
*Odin Delle Terre Matildiche a ED IPO1 (ITA) x Amarada Littlebit Mischievous (AI) AZ

#33 59cm - 27cm Large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of very good type. Feminine head where

the eye could be darker. Good length of neck, level withers, straight back with a slightly short croup. Good

fore quarter angulation where the upper arm should be longer and better angled. Slightly deep hind quarter

angulation with a good broad upper thigh. Very good fore and under chest development. Stands straight in

front where the pasterns could be firmer. Steps cow hocked going and wide coming where the elbow

connection could be firmer. Exhibits power drive transmitted through to a slight restriction in the forehand

reach where the back and overline remain firm, dry, and convincing. VERY GOOD.

Class 11A Open  Bitch

1ST
ONDJA DU VAL D’ANZIN LOF727549/0
24 JUN 2018    Bred By: Eric M Trentenaere
Max Du Val  D’Anzin x Handjy Du Val D’Anzin

#39 59.5cm 28cm Large, medium strong, well-proportioned and well pigmented bitch of very good type.
Lovely head and expression complimented by dark eyes. High withers, firm back, good lay of the croup. Good
fore quarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled. Slightly deep hind quarter angulation.
Very good fore and under chest development. In stance gives a harmonious picture. Stands with overall firm
and dryness. Steps cow hocked going and wide coming where the elbows should be tighter. Exhibits powerful
drive with very good forehand reach where her overall back and ligamentation is firm and dry. EXCELLENT



2nd AWATEA NICE AS PIE 3100384327
15 DEC 2018    Bred By: Frank Grigons
*Rudy Von Haus Edmond x Traumdorf

#40 61cm - 29cm Large, medium strong, well-proportioned bitch of good type. Very good pigmentation.
Good head with very good expression where the eye could be darker. Good length of neck, good withers,
firm dry straight back, slightly short croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be
better angled. Slightly deep in the hind quarter angulation. Very good fore and under chest development.
Stands straight in front where the pasterns could be firmer. Steps slightly loose going and wide coming where
the elbow connection could be tighter. Exhibits powerful drive with very good fore hand reach, where the top
line and back remain firm, dry, and convincing during movement. EXCELLENT

3rd FRIEDENTAL SPICES SAFFRON 6100104014
20 FEB 2017 Bred By: Natalie Humphreys
Schaaeferhund Rafael x Friedental Hot N Spicey

#34 60cm - 27.5cm Large, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of very good type. Very good
expression where the eye could be a little darker. Very good length of neck, level wither, firm back, slightly
short croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be better angled. Very good hind
quarter angulation with a good broad upper thigh. Very good fore and under chest development. Stands
correct in front where the pasterns could be firmer. Steps cow hocked going and correct coming where the
elbows could be firmer. Exhibits powerful drive transmitted through to very good forehand reach where the
back and ligamentation remain firm, dry, and convincing. EXCELLENT

4th RONANLINE GO WITH THE FLO 7100038172
18 MAR 2017 Bred By: ROnanline Kennels
*Fremont Hells Bells x *Glenbala Fantastic Craze

#35 62cm - 28.5cm On the upper limit of size, medium strong, slightly elongated bitch of very good type.
Very expressive strong head with desired dark eye where the ears are set wide. Normal withers, firm back,
slightly short croup. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm should be better angled. Deep hind
quarter angulation with broad upper thigh. Stands correct in front where the pasterns could be firmer. Very
good fore and under chest development. I would like to see her stronger in pigmentation. Steps slightly wide
going and correct coming. Very good powerful drive with good fore hand reach, where the overall back and
top line remain firm, dry, and convincing. Could not receive the grading of excellent due to not being
surveyed. VERY GOOD

5th *ROXAMBURG SET TO SPARKLE 7100040058
12 DEC 2017 Bred By: G & K Hall
Hasenway Montgomery AZ BSC x CH Roxamburg Single Lady AZ BS

#38 60.5cm - 27cm Very large, medium strong, compact bitch with very good pigmentation. Feminine
expressive head where the eye could be darker. Level withers, level back, slightly steep croup. Good fore
quarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better laid. Very good hind quarter with good
broad upper thigh. Stands correct in front where the pasterns could be firmer. Good fore and under chest
development. Steps cow hocked going and correct coming where the elbow connection should be tighter.
Exhibits very good drive with a slight restriction of the forehand reach where she loses the wither line.
Overall firm, dry and convincing. EXCELLENT
 



*GEWALT I LOVE ROCK N ROLL 5100102788
11 NOV 2017 Bred By: Gewalt Kennels
*Djambo V Fictenshlag (IMP DEU) x *Kaperville White Diamond

#37 60cm - 29cm  Large, medium strong, well-proportioned black and gold bitch of very good type. Very
good feminine expressive head with desired dark eye. Good length of neck, high withers, firm back, croup is a
good lay. Good fore quarter angulation where the upper arm could be longer and better angled, slightly deep
in hind quarter angulation with good broad upper thigh. Stands correct in front where the pasterns could be
firmer. Very good fore and under chest development. Steps cow hocked going and correct coming where the
elbows should be tighter. Very good powerful drive with very good forehand reach with very good ground
covering, where the bitch maintains firm and dry in top line and ligamentation.  Unfortunately failed in the
gun test.  FAIL

ELSASS BALLACK CAVIAR AZ 7100038805
17 JUN 2017 Bred By: Mrs L & Mr T Massis
*Esko Von Den Zwei Steinen AZ x *Andacht Katrina AZ

#36 ABSENT

Challenge Bitch  #39 Reserve Challenge Bitch  #40


